
Room: Collins AuditoriumNov 20 Sun

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11509

Lee Byron

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

8:45 am5 min pre:8:40 am Length:00:60:00 End:9:45 amEnd -5m: 9:40 am

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Lee Byron

Immutable AppsTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11510

Alex Grigoryan

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

10:15 am5 min pre:10:10 am Length:00:35:00 End:10:50 amEnd -5m: 10:45 am

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Alex Grigoryan

How to Accelerate Digital Transformation: @WalmartLab’s Migrated to React and Nodejs in Less Than a YearTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them
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Room: Collins AuditoriumNov 20 Sun

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11514

Cory House

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

11:00 am5 min pre:10:55 am Length:00:35:00 End:11:35 amEnd -5m: 11:30 am

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Cory House

The Starter Kit ManifestoTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11518

Aria Stewart

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

1:00 pm5 min pre:12:55 pm Length:00:60:00 End:2:00 pmEnd -5m: 1:55 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Aria Stewart

Why We Do What We DoTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them
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Room: Collins AuditoriumNov 20 Sun

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11519

Sergio Cruz

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

2:00 pm5 min pre:1:55 pm Length:00:35:00 End:2:35 pmEnd -5m: 2:30 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Sergio Cruz

Staying Sane (dot) JSTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11523

Sarah Sexton

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

2:45 pm5 min pre:2:40 pm Length:00:35:00 End:3:20 pmEnd -5m: 3:15 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Sarah Sexton

Building Bots with Node.js on Microsoft Bot FrameworkTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them
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Room: Collins AuditoriumNov 20 Sun

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11527

Ed Finkler

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

3:45 pm5 min pre:3:40 pm Length:00:35:00 End:4:20 pmEnd -5m: 4:15 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Ed Finkler

Graph Databases Will Change Your Freakin LifeTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11531

David Neal

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

4:30 pm5 min pre:4:25 pm Length:00:35:00 End:5:05 pmEnd -5m: 5:00 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): David Neal

Public Speaking without Barfing on Your ShoesTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them
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Room: Collins AuditoriumNov 20 Sun

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11535

Preethi Kasireddy

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

5:15 pm5 min pre:5:10 pm Length:00:60:00 End:6:15 pmEnd -5m: 6:10 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Preethi Kasireddy

Reasonable JavaScriptTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them
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Room: Stowe HallNov 20 Sun

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11512

Ben Acker

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

10:15 am5 min pre:10:10 am Length:00:35:00 End:10:50 amEnd -5m: 10:45 am

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Ben Acker

Escape Room: Children's Holiday EditionTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11516

Cole Furfaro-Strode

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

11:00 am5 min pre:10:55 am Length:00:35:00 End:11:35 amEnd -5m: 11:30 am

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Cole Furfaro-Strode

Building Slack Bots for Fun and Profit (or at least fun)Talk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them
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Room: Stowe HallNov 20 Sun

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11521

Kim Crayton

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

2:00 pm5 min pre:1:55 pm Length:00:35:00 End:2:35 pmEnd -5m: 2:30 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Kim Crayton

■Overcoming the Challenges of MentoringTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11525

Jonathan Creamer

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

2:45 pm5 min pre:2:40 pm Length:00:35:00 End:3:20 pmEnd -5m: 3:15 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Jonathan Creamer

Universal Apps: Lessons from the trenchesTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them
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Room: Stowe HallNov 20 Sun

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11529

Jeff Barczewski

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

3:45 pm5 min pre:3:40 pm Length:00:35:00 End:4:20 pmEnd -5m: 4:15 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Jeff Barczewski

The story of redux-logic, a new approach to organizing business logic with ReduxTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11533

Burke Holland

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

4:30 pm5 min pre:4:25 pm Length:00:35:00 End:5:05 pmEnd -5m: 5:00 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Burke Holland

This Is NativeScriptTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them
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Room: Ezell 301Nov 20 Sun

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11511

Kevin Lamping

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

10:15 am5 min pre:10:10 am Length:00:35:00 End:10:50 amEnd -5m: 10:45 am

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Kevin Lamping

We need a better way to testTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11515

Elijah Manor

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

11:00 am5 min pre:10:55 am Length:00:35:00 End:11:35 amEnd -5m: 11:30 am

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Elijah Manor

Framework-Independent JavaScript ComponentsTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them
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Room: Ezell 301Nov 20 Sun

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11520

Aaron Larner

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

2:00 pm5 min pre:1:55 pm Length:00:35:00 End:2:35 pmEnd -5m: 2:30 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Aaron Larner

Lessons learned prototyping a wearable for rock climbers with NodeTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11524

Colby DeHart

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

2:45 pm5 min pre:2:40 pm Length:00:35:00 End:3:20 pmEnd -5m: 3:15 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Colby DeHart

Get started with ClojureScript  and Reagent!Talk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them
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Room: Ezell 301Nov 20 Sun

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11528

James Churchill

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

3:45 pm5 min pre:3:40 pm Length:00:35:00 End:4:20 pmEnd -5m: 4:15 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): James Churchill

Exploring TypeScriptTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11532

Andrew Dunkman

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

4:30 pm5 min pre:4:25 pm Length:00:35:00 End:5:05 pmEnd -5m: 5:00 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Andrew Dunkman

Beyond The Tab: Executing JavaScript Across Browser ContextsTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them
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Room: Swang 102Nov 20 Sun

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11513

Jonathan Kemp

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

10:15 am5 min pre:10:10 am Length:00:35:00 End:10:50 amEnd -5m: 10:45 am

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Jonathan Kemp

Simplify State Management with ReduxTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11517

Garth Henson

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

11:00 am5 min pre:10:55 am Length:00:35:00 End:11:35 amEnd -5m: 11:30 am

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Garth Henson

A Real-World JavaScript IoT SolutionTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them
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Room: Swang 102Nov 20 Sun

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11522

Rachel Simone Weil

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

2:00 pm5 min pre:1:55 pm Length:00:35:00 End:2:35 pmEnd -5m: 2:30 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Rachel Simone Weil

Fun and games with node.js!Talk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11526

Jason Greathouse

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

2:45 pm5 min pre:2:40 pm Length:00:35:00 End:3:20 pmEnd -5m: 3:15 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Jason Greathouse

Dockerized Node Application Pipeline. Docker/Drone/Rancher Oh My!Talk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them
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Room: Swang 102Nov 20 Sun

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11530

Calvin Bottoms

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

3:45 pm5 min pre:3:40 pm Length:00:35:00 End:4:20 pmEnd -5m: 4:15 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Calvin Bottoms

Arts and Sciences: Programming Music on the WebTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11534

Jacques Woodcock

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

4:30 pm5 min pre:4:25 pm Length:00:35:00 End:5:05 pmEnd -5m: 5:00 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Jacques Woodcock

Premature Optimization: Building in Scaling The Right Way Before You ScaleTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them
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Room: Collins AuditoriumNov 21 Mon

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11536

C J Silverio

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

8:45 am5 min pre:8:40 am Length:00:60:00 End:9:45 amEnd -5m: 9:40 am

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): C J Silverio

The Accidental NoderTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11563

Ryan Tablada

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

10:15 am5 min pre:10:10 am Length:00:35:00 End:10:50 amEnd -5m: 10:45 am

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Ryan Tablada

12 Reasons I Still Choose Ember.jsTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them
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Room: Collins AuditoriumNov 21 Mon

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11541

Rebecca Poulson

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

11:00 am5 min pre:10:55 am Length:00:35:00 End:11:35 amEnd -5m: 11:30 am

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Rebecca Poulson

Responding to a Third Dimension!Talk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11545

Richard Rodger

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

1:00 pm5 min pre:12:55 pm Length:00:60:00 End:2:00 pmEnd -5m: 1:55 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Richard Rodger

Solving Service DiscoveryTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them
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Room: Collins AuditoriumNov 21 Mon

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11537

Jason Orendorff

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

1:00 pm5 min pre:12:55 pm Length:00:60:00 End:2:00 pmEnd -5m: 1:55 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Jason Orendorff

<textarea distributed>Talk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11546

William Blankenship

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

2:00 pm5 min pre:1:55 pm Length:00:35:00 End:2:35 pmEnd -5m: 2:30 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): William Blankenship

Rapidly Iterating on Microservices using Docker, Kubernetes, and Node.jsTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them
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Room: Collins AuditoriumNov 21 Mon

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11550

Dave Thompson

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

2:45 pm5 min pre:2:40 pm Length:00:35:00 End:3:20 pmEnd -5m: 3:15 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Dave Thompson

React Native for Fun and ProfitTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11554

Guil Hernandez

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

3:45 pm5 min pre:3:40 pm Length:00:35:00 End:4:20 pmEnd -5m: 4:15 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Guil Hernandez

Introduction to React RouterTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them
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Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11558

Hunter Loftis

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

4:30 pm5 min pre:4:25 pm Length:00:35:00 End:5:05 pmEnd -5m: 5:00 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Hunter Loftis

Promises are terrible; start using them!Talk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11562

Guillermo Rauch

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

5:15 pm5 min pre:5:10 pm Length:00:60:00 End:6:15 pmEnd -5m: 6:10 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Guillermo Rauch

Now & NextTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them
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Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11539

Ben Monro

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

10:15 am5 min pre:10:10 am Length:00:35:00 End:10:50 amEnd -5m: 10:45 am

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Ben Monro

npm run buildTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11543

Wyatt Preul

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

11:00 am5 min pre:10:55 am Length:00:35:00 End:11:35 amEnd -5m: 11:30 am

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Wyatt Preul

Microservices! Containers! Node.js!Talk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them
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Room: Stowe HallNov 21 Mon

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11549

Jared Smith

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

2:00 pm5 min pre:1:55 pm Length:00:35:00 End:2:35 pmEnd -5m: 2:30 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Jared Smith

JavaScript Security: What You Need to Know to Write Secure Applications in JSTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11552

Lance Ball

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

2:45 pm5 min pre:2:40 pm Length:00:35:00 End:3:20 pmEnd -5m: 3:15 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Lance Ball

Tracing Asynchronous Operations with Node's AsyncWrap APITalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them
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Room: Stowe HallNov 21 Mon

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11556

Russell Anderson

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

3:45 pm5 min pre:3:40 pm Length:00:35:00 End:4:20 pmEnd -5m: 4:15 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Russell Anderson

Fizz buzzkill - Answering tricky JS interview questionsTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11560

Rachel White

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

4:30 pm5 min pre:4:25 pm Length:00:35:00 End:5:05 pmEnd -5m: 5:00 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Rachel White

Smarter & Cuter BotsTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them
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Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11538

Josh Cypher

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

10:15 am5 min pre:10:10 am Length:00:35:00 End:10:50 amEnd -5m: 10:45 am

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Josh Cypher

Jumpstarting Selenium Testing in Your Organization with Javascript, WebdriverIO & CucumberTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11542

Jordan Kasper

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

11:00 am5 min pre:10:55 am Length:00:35:00 End:11:35 amEnd -5m: 11:30 am

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Jordan Kasper

Generating a new async workflow... with generators!Talk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them
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Room: Ezell 301Nov 21 Mon

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11547

Caleb Meredith

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

2:00 pm5 min pre:1:55 pm Length:00:35:00 End:2:35 pmEnd -5m: 2:30 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Caleb Meredith

Choosing the Right API ArchitectureTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11551

Heidi Waterhouse

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

2:45 pm5 min pre:2:40 pm Length:00:35:00 End:3:20 pmEnd -5m: 3:15 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Heidi Waterhouse

Search-First Writing for DevelopersTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them
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Room: Ezell 301Nov 21 Mon

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11555

Tim Roberts

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

3:45 pm5 min pre:3:40 pm Length:00:35:00 End:4:20 pmEnd -5m: 4:15 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Tim Roberts

Dr Iterate or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love Higher-Order FunctionsTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11559

Ryan Lanciaux

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

4:30 pm5 min pre:4:25 pm Length:00:35:00 End:5:05 pmEnd -5m: 5:00 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Ryan Lanciaux

Personal Open Source in the age of JavaScript fatigueTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them
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Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11540

christina keelan

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

10:15 am5 min pre:10:10 am Length:00:35:00 End:10:50 amEnd -5m: 10:45 am

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): christina keelan

From community manager to developer — my path to becoming an engineer.Talk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11544

Alyssa Nicoll

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

11:00 am5 min pre:10:55 am Length:00:35:00 End:11:35 amEnd -5m: 11:30 am

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Alyssa Nicoll

Innovating is not about technology, but psychology.Talk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them
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Room: Swang 102Nov 21 Mon

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11548

Corey Robertson

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

2:00 pm5 min pre:1:55 pm Length:00:35:00 End:2:35 pmEnd -5m: 2:30 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Corey Robertson

Definitely not a boring talk about memoryTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11553

Taron Foxworth

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

2:45 pm5 min pre:2:40 pm Length:00:35:00 End:3:20 pmEnd -5m: 3:15 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Taron Foxworth

Losant IoT Harwdware WorkshopTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them
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Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11557

Kassandra Perch

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

3:45 pm5 min pre:3:40 pm Length:00:35:00 End:4:20 pmEnd -5m: 4:15 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Kassandra Perch

Docker for Devs: Why you should care about containers!Talk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them

Talk Start:

[  ] Make any special announcements (eg. Audience defrag, events later in the day)

Talk ID:
11561

Josh Mock

[  ] Ensure presenter has microphone and completed sound check (if not, poke AV team)
[  ] Check that HDMI is plugged into the presenter's laptop
[  ] Ensure presenter's display appears on the projector and confidence monitors

[  ] Have a water bottle for ready for the presenter

[  ] When the presenter is ready, un-mute the microphone

4:30 pm5 min pre:4:25 pm Length:00:35:00 End:5:05 pmEnd -5m: 5:00 pm

[  ] Hit the Big Red Button. (On = recording starts)
[  ] Introduce the presenter(s) and the talk

Presenter(s): Josh Mock

How to avoid JavaScript fatigue and sleep well at nightTalk Title:

[  ] Ask the presenter "Will there be laptop sound?"  If so, ask AV to plug in and test sound
[  ] Ask the presenter how they would like to be introduced and how to pronounce their name
[  ] Ask the presenter if they would like time warnings, and if so, when they would like them
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